WAVE 35
Wall luminaires
Doyle Crosby and the Boyd Design Studio

A series of wall and semi-recess mounted fixtures with a
painted aluminium ring and a transparent glass diffuser.
Wave 35 features decorative aluminium screens
to create different lighting effects and is indicated
for atmospheric lighting in public venues, hotels,
showrooms and stores.
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Light and Design

WAVE 35

Wall luminaire for LED
Series of surface mounted or semi-recessed wall luminaires. Base in die cast
aluminium, painted white. Ring in die cast aluminium, painted white. Stainless
steel locking screws. Diffuser in transparent glass plate. Models with white LED
6500° K, blue and RGB LED. Opaline sheet in technopolymer.
A series of decorative screens, A-B-C-D, in die cast aluminium painted white
to install between the glass and the housing to create different lighting effects
Available as an accessory, coupling kit to install a loop and create a coupling
between two luminaires, to order separately. Class III, IP40. The transformer is
not included in the product and has to be ordered separately (page 417).
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Possibility of surface mount or semi-recessed mount.

Version

White ring

n. 81 Power Led 30 W white

320007--

n. 81 Power Led 30 W blue

320008--

n. 81 Power Led 20,4 W RGB

320006--

Accessories (Please order separately!)
White
Screen 35 A

------01

Screen 35 B

------02

Screen 35 C

------03

Screen 35 D

------04
310198

Coupling kit

Screen 35 A
Composition of codes - Example

Screen 35 B

Screen 35 C

Screen 35 D

Decorative fixtures for residential use

350

350

32000701
Housing

320007- - - - - - - 01 Decorative screen

The code of the finished product is obtained by
completing the wiring code with the code of the
selected screen.

The coupling kit enables several
fixtures to be joined.
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